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Cyprus and Ohio: Mirror Images in Grab for Savers’ Money
Adapted from the CFA Institutes’ Market Intergrity Insights Blog by Jim Allen, CFA
Sunny Cyprus and snowy Ohio — at least at this time of year — have seemingly little in common.
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Where the two locales intersect, however, is at the nexus of sovereign finance and private
investment. Cyprus is pondering how to fill a gaping financial hole, including whether and how
much to appropriate from its depositors, domestic or otherwise. Ohio, having solved its budget
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crisis, is considering a regular tax on savers and investors to broaden its tax base and prevent a
recurrence of the $8.8 billion budget deficit it had eliminated over the past two years. Regardless
of the method used, the goal of both governments is the same: tap into private savings to deal
with their fiscal problems.
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Given the fiscal crises many sovereigns — federal as well as provincial — are facing, it was only a
matter of time before politicians turned their pecuniary focus on private savings (there is no such
thing as public savings these days, at least in the West). Argentina and Hungary have already
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moved to nationalize private pensions, and there have been rumblings about a mixing of private
and public pension funds in the United States. That political leaders in Cyprus and Ohio have
savers’ funds in their crosshairs, therefore, is right on schedule.
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Ohio’s plan is less pernicious and less audacious in scale than that being pondered by Cyprus, but
broader and longer lasting in scope. As part of a plan to cut income taxes and sales taxes on goods,
the state’s leaders want to broaden the sales tax base to include services. The new 5% sales
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tax would apply to all professional services, including those related to investment management,
advisory, custody, tax, financial analysis, brokerage, and retirement investment services.
Ohio would be the seventh state in the United States to adopt such a tax — Hawaii, Iowa, South
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Dakota, Washington, Delaware, and New Mexico are the others — so it’s hardly unique. The problem
is that the tax is not paid by bankers or investment managers. CFA Institute polled its members in
Europe last year about the EU’s proposed transactions tax. Most said the tax would get passed
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along to the ultimate client. That will certainly be the case in Ohio, where state law will require that
the customer pays the tax, thus cutting directly into savings. In a worst-case scenario, the tax will
become a pro-cyclical reduction in savings, similar to what Cyprus is currently considering for
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its savers.
Regardless of locale, savers and investors provide an inviting target for political leaders needing
to finance the payoff of massive debts. What is more troubling, however, is that at the same time
investors and savers are under siege, many bankers continue to operate under a taxpayer-funded,
too-big-to-fail structure. Is it any wonder normal investors and savers have lost trust in the system?
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From the president
Dear Members and Readers,
In last month’s President’s Letter, I noted CFASC was sending three representatives to CFA
Institute’s Americas Regional meeting for society leaders. The theme of the meeting was
“Membership of the Future: Building and Communicating Member Value” and featured an all-day
advocacy workshop, as well as an executive staffing workshop. CFASC’s attendees—Advocacy
Chair Wayne Chamberlain, CFA, Executive Administrator Natalie Unsworth, and I—left with a number
of great ideas that we hope to implement in the near future to benefit our members. CFASC could
certainly use your help vetting out some of those ideas through the completion of the annual

The issue isn’t the tax
itself, but the potential
ramifications our
members would face, as
well as the unintended
consequences for
the state. Ohiolocated investment
professionals would
be at a competitive
disadvantage, because
the sales tax would
make it more expensive
for individuals utilizing
the aforementioned
services, and, as such,
they may turn to out-ofstate advisors.
James M. Bailey, CFA

CFASC Membership Survey, which will be arriving in your email inbox within the next couple weeks.
On the advocacy front, CFASC and its members currently have a challenge to face. In early
February, Ohio Governor John Kasich released a proposed rewrite of Ohio’s tax code—Ohio House
Bill 59—as part of his 2013 budget. It includes lowering the state sales tax rate from 5.5% to 5%,
but broadening the tax to apply to services many CFASC members provide, such as investment
counseling, financial reporting, insurance, and real estate management fees. While not allinclusive, investment fees, management fees (i.e. portfolio/venture capital), custodian fees for
holding funds, tax planning fees, investment retirement planning and consultation, financial
analysis or evaluation services, and investment brokerage services would be taxed if H.B. 59 is
passed as its currently written.
The issue isn’t the tax itself, but the potential ramifications our members would face, as well as
the unintended consequences for the state. Ohio-located investment professionals would be at
a competitive disadvantage, because the sales tax would make it more expensive for individuals
utilizing the aforementioned services, and, as such, they may turn to out-of-state advisors. The
proposed tax also removes incentives to be an Ohio-based firm due to the additional operating
requirements, as not only would there be a state sales tax, but also 88 different county taxes
to keep track of and report properly. H.B. 59 is an operational nightmare for investment service
providers and would likely increase the cost of their rates. There are numerous other ways that
H.B. 59 will impact our industry, and it’s important for our members to research and understand the
potential impact.
Contained on page 12 is a form letter drafted by CFA Institute at the request of CFASC. I hope
members and readers, if they haven’t done so already, consider sending it to their state
representatives in hopes that lawmakers reconsider the inclusion of investment counseling
services in H.B. 59.

Sincerely,
James M. Bailey, CFA
President, CFA Society Cleveland

cfasociety.org/Cleveland
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membership
Member spotlight
Interview conducted by Paul Lebo, CFA, Membership Chair
Q: I understand you developed your firm’s Asset Allocation Framework based on your proprietary
Ultra Modern Portfolio Theory. Can you expand on this for our readers?
A: We take a valuation conscious approach for thinking asset allocation from an absolute return
perspective while integrating diversifying risk factors rather than just diversifying by assets. It also
includes behavioral ideas, that typical modern portfolio theory doesn’t integrate into the thought
process. I then wrap everything into one cohesive investment philosophy. This serves to overcome
some of the shortfalls of classical portfolio theory while still advancing its basic concept.
Michael McKeown, CFA, CPA
Director of Research, Aurum
Wealth Management Group
at-a-glance
Experience: 8 years in financial
services industry
Education: John Carroll University,
BSBA in Accountancy & Finance
Hobbies: Skiing, golfing,
wakeboarding, reading

Q: Are we predominantly through the Eurozone debt crisis?
A: The structural issue of the Eurozone having a monetary union without a fiscal union has not been
solved but the steps taken by the policy makers have alleviated the pressure in the short-term. The
Euro currency as set up today is a quasi-gold standard, which inherently create these imbalances.
Q: Is the dysfunction in U.S. government ongoing, and if so, what is the impact on
financial markets.
A: I just finished reading Lawrence Lessig’s Republic Lost, which talks about structural
dysfunction in Washington, and how that relates to misaligned incentives that Congress has
with its constituents. The impact on financial markets is difficult to draw the exact correlation
vs. the causation as you have seen markets shrug off most of the fiscal cliff and sequestration
concerns. Fiscal policy and fiscal retrenchment obviously have impacts on growth. The extent of
retrenchment will impact growth and financial markets at some point. That’s where dysfunction is
an issue.
Q: What is the relationship between Aurum Wealth Management and Skoda Minotti?
A: Aurum operates autonomously as an investment group. We have a great relationship with
our partners at Skoda Minotti in helping our clients achieve their financial objectives given the
complementary expertise across the services that Skoda Minotti offers.
Q: I understand you created Aurum’s quantitative and qualitative due diligence process for
analyzing investment managers across equities, fixed income, and alternative strategies. How
did you do this and how long did it take?
A: We try to look at empirical evidence of the quantitative side, what led a manager to not just
outperform in the past, but into the future. Qualitative due diligence tries to find what edge the
manager has and is it sustainable. It took 6 months to create, but it remains an ongoing process
for improvement.
Q: What are your views on gold?
A: Gold is difficult to value as it has no cash flows to discount. If investors want to hold it as
insurance against monetary regime change, that makes sense. Gold has been around for 5,000
years so I don’t see it going away. I subscribe to Howard Marks’ thoughts that “Gold is a religion;
either you believe or you don’t.”

www.cfacleveland.org
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CFA® Exam Prep | 2013
Mock CFA Exam
Saturday, May 18, 2013
9 a.m.-12/1 p.m.-4
$55
Presented by

The CFA Society of Cleveland
Mock Exam Location:
Cleveland State University
Marshall College of Law Rm # LB 241
Cleveland OH 44115

Prepare
Prepare for Exam Day
The Schweser Live Mock Exam is a proctored 6-hour classroom exam designed
to match the format, topic weightings, and level of difficulty of the actual
CFA® exam. It helps develop your test-taking skills and identify your weak
areas. Afterward, view answer explanations, check your score compared to
those of other candidates, and drill deeper into each question with the online
Multimedia Tutorial (included). It’s absolutely the most efficient way to fill in
the gaps in your knowledge in preparation for the actual exam.
∙ Fully proctored and timed 6-hour exam (two 3-hour sessions)

Registration Time:

Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
Special Instructions:

∙ CFA Institute topic weightings
∙ Printed answer key and online answer explanations
∙ Online scoring and performance tracking with a comparison to other Mock
Exam takers
∙ LOS and CFA curriculum page references for every question

N/A

Included Multimedia Tutorial
Simply click on any question you missed and get an audio and whiteboard
explanation of the CFA curriculum material on which the question is based.
With approximately 10 hours of targeted instruction at each level, this is the
most effective way to fill in any gaps in your knowledge just prior to the exam.

Register for the Live Mock Exam
888.325.5072 (U.S.) | +1 608.799.5599 (Int’l.)

Register Online
The purpose of the 2013 Schweser Live Mock Exam is for helping candidates prepare for the 2013
CFA exams in June 2013 (all levels) and December 2013 (Level I). The December 2013 Mock Exam is
the same as the June 2013 Mock Exam.

Required CFA Disclaimer >>
Visit www.SchweserMock.com 30 days prior to exam day to access your Mock Exam Ticket.
MRKT-7559
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education
CFA Institute Scholarships
The CFA Institute Access Scholarship online application will be open from 1 March to 15 September
2013. Access Scholarships are needs-based awards designed for those who cannot afford full CFA
Program costs. Last year’s program was a success, with more than 2,600 scholarships awarded to
deserving applicants around the globe.
The Awareness Scholarship program is designed for those in the academic and financial
communities. Recognized universities and CFA Institute Program Partners distribute our Awareness
Scholarships. Please visit www.cfainstitute.org/scholarships to learn more.

Preparing for the CFA
exams is now less
expensive due to a
partnership CFA Society
Cleveland has formed
with kaplan schweser.

study materials for all levels of cfa exams
Kaplan Schweser
Kaplan Schweser has several excellent packages and options to choose from. Kaplan Schweser
has helped hundreds of thousands of candidates prepare for the CFA exam via a concise review of
the curriculum, expert instruction by CFA charterholders, and online tools.
Go to portal.schweser.com
Use Discount Code: ClevelandCFA and receive 15% off the retail price!

Boston Security Analysts Society (BSAS) Practice Exam
Boston Security Analysts Society (BSAS) Practice Exam will be available for purchase the day of the
CFA Society Cleveland Mock Exam (May 18, 2013). You may purchase the BSAS Practice exam from
CFA Society Cleveland for $35 on the day of the Mock Exam and $50 thereafter.

CFA Society Cleveland is hosting an After-Exam Party!
Don’t miss the opportunity to unwind and mingle with your fellow test takers. Food and drinks will
be compliments of CFA Society Cleveland.
When: Approximately 4:30-6:30 p.m. on Saturday, June 1, 2013
Where: Sheraton Cleveland Airport Hotel
5300 Riverside Drive
Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-1500

www.cfacleveland.org
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ExPEriEnCE ThE ClEvElAnD inDiAnS
bEhinD ThE SCEnES wiTh bOb DibiASiO
wiTh SPECiAl APPEArAnCE by “ThE MOTlEy FOOl”
May 28th | Terrace Club | 2401 Ontario St.
2013 Annual Members Dinner at Progressive Field!
Questions? Email cfa@cleveland.cfasociety.org

Committed to Helping You Build Your Legacy
Financial security and peace of mind are in sight when Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth® manages your investments.
Hawthorn, one of the country’s largest and most successful multi-family offices, is dedicated to helping ultra-affluent
families grow, protect and enjoy their wealth through sophisticated wealth strategy, fiduciary services, private banking and
more. With an integrated investment strategy, Hawthorn builds diversified portfolios that help ensure the finanical security
of those you love — today, tomorrow and for generations to come.
To learn more, call Albert Kantra Jr., Managing Director, at 216.910.0453, or visit hawthorn.pnc.com

WEALTH
STRATEGY

FIDUCIARY
SERVICES

INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT
& CONSULTING

PRIVATE
BANKING

CUSTODY & CUSTOM
REPORTING

PERSONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES

Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth® (“Hawthorn”) is a registered trademark of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. (“PNC”). Hawthorn provides investment consulting, wealth
management and fiduciary services, certain FDIC-insured banking products and services and lending of funds through the PNC subsidiary, PNC Bank, National Association, which is
a Member FDIC, and provides certain fiduciary and agency services through the PNC subsidiary, PNC Delaware Trust Company. Insurance products and advice may be provided
by PNC Insurance Services, LLC, a licensed insurance agency affiliate of PNC, or by licensed insurance agencies that are not affiliated with PNC; in either case a licensed
insurance affi liate will receive compensation if you choose to purchase insurance through these programs. A decision to purchase insurance will not affect the cost or
availability of other products or services from PNC or its affiliates. Hawthorn and PNC do not provide legal or accounting advice and neither provides tax advice in the absence of
a specific written engagement for Hawthorn to do so. Investments: Not FDIC Insured. No Bank Guarantee. May Lose Value. Insurance: Not FDIC Insured. No Bank or Federal
Government Guarantee. May Lose Value. ©2013 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
ADV PDF 0413-021-139373

ADV PDF 04132-021-139373 Hawthorn Ad_7.75x4.indd 1

4/4/13 9:41 AM
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programming
these upcoming events. Please click here

John Hofmeister, retired President of Shell Oil Company & Founder of Citizens for
Affordable Energy, April 10, 2013: “Update on North American Energy Activities &
Impacts to Business & the Marketplace”

for more information.

John Hofmeister, upon retirement from Shell Oil Company in 2008, founded and heads the not-

Calendar of Events
CFA Society Cleveland is proud to feature

for-profit (501(c)(3)), nation-wide membership association, Citizens for Affordable Energy. This
Washington, D.C.-registered, public policy education firm promotes sound U.S. energy security
April 10

solutions for the nation, including a range of affordable energy supplies, efficiency improvements,

John Hofmeister, retired President of

essential infrastructure, sustainable environmental policies and public education on energy issues.

Shell Oil Company & Founder of Citizens
for Affordable Energy, “Update on North
American Energy Activities & Impacts to
Business & the Marketplace”

John Rogers, CFA, President & CEO of the CFA Institute, April 17, 2013:
“The Future of Finance”
John D. Rogers, CFA, joined CFA Institute in January 2009 after more than two decades of global
experience as an investment practitioner and executive in the Asia-Pacific region and the
United States. Mr. Rogers began his career in investment management at Citibank, N.A., where
his responsibilities steadily grew in scope and breadth. He then worked for CIGNA as a portfolio

April 17

manager and held positions of increasing responsibility before moving in 1997 to Invesco. After

John Rogers, CFA, President & CEO of the

leaving Invesco in 2007, he founded Jade River Capital Management.

CFA Institute, “The Future of Finance”

Craig Blessing, Managing Director, BlackRock, April 24, 2013:
“Update & Current Outlook of the High Yield & Bank Loan Fixed Income Market”
April 24
Craig Blessing, Managing Director,
BlackRock, “Update & Current Outlook
of the High Yield & Bank Loan Fixed
Income Market”

Craig Blessing is a Managing Director and a member of BlackRock’s Fixed Income Portfolio
Management Group. Craig is a client-facing member of the portfolio management team and
represents BlackRock’s products, investment process, and current strategy to Financial
Professionals, clients and outside organizations. Craig joined BlackRock in September 2006
subsequent to its merger with Merrill Lynch Investment Managers (MLIM). He joined MLIM in July
2002 and has over twenty years of experience in the financial markets on both the buy and sell side.

Notice of Annual Meeting of Members, May 1, 2013
Purpose is to elect eight Board of Directors to each serve a one-year term beginning 1 July 2013 and

May 1
Notice of Annual Meeting of Members,

cfasociety.org/Cleveland

ending 30 June 2014. There will also be a vote on changes to the Society's Bylaws.
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Americas Regional Meeting
The Future of Finance
CFA Society Cleveland sent three representatives to the CFA Institute Americas Regional Meeting last month in Newport Beach, California. CFA Institute
regional meetings provide society leaders an opportunity to share their best ideas, attend workshops, and learn about the newest CFA Institute
initiatives. CFASC has implemented a number of initiatives in recent years stemming from regional meetings and this year was no different.
The meeting focused on society collaboration, advocacy, sponsorship strategies, membership models and revealed a new marketing program by the
CFA Institute known as Future of Finance (www.cfainstitute.org/FutureFinance). CFASC was a focal point at the meeting due to its role in attempting
to organize “CFA Societies Ohio,” a collaboration between the four CFA Societies in Ohio which were lauded for their recent joint efforts in response to
Ohio House Bill 59. President James Bailey represented CFASC as the presenter of an interactive workshop on the topic “Understanding Your Members
and Market: Market Research Resources and Applications.” James was later awarded the Midwest Volunteer of the Year award after the presentation
on the Future of Finance.
Advocacy Chair Wayne Chamberlain participated in the all-day Advocacy Workshop among other sessions and gained valuable insight regarding
how CFA Institute and other societies have undertaken the advocacy initiative. He was able to share his insights and lessons learned from CFASC’s
involvement with advocacy efforts at the local and state level, particularly H.B. 59. Several great ideas were presented by larger societies with
established advocacy or brand awareness groups that CFASC’s current advocacy team is excited about implementing to complement efforts
already underway.
Executive Director Natalie Unsworth
attended her first Staffed Office
Executive Meeting as part of her time
in Newport Beach. Joining CFASC
only two month prior, the Americas
Regional Meeting served as a crash
course on her role within the Society
and was a great opportunity to talk
with other Staffed Office Executives
and gain insight on new initiatives
and ideas to bring back to Cleveland.
Natalie spent quite a bit of time in
sessions on sponsorship and Claritas
and brought back with her a number
of new ideas to implement at CFASC.

cfasociety.org/Cleveland
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Legal perspectives
Running Your Office “By the Book”:
The Keys to Employee Handbooks
By Daniel L. Messeloff, Esq. and Corey Donovan Tracey, Esq. Jackson Lewis LLP
As you know, the financial services industry is heavily regulated. It should not, therefore, be a
surprise that your office is also regulated by a variety of employment laws, from anti-discrimination
and harassment laws to wage and hour and leave of absence laws. Employee handbooks are
an important tool for employers to use to convey these laws to employees, and the company’s
commitment to complying with them. A well-written employee handbook also serves as an
effective means for employers to reduce the risk of adverse employment litigation by ensuring
clear written policies put employees on notice of both the company’s and the employees’ rights
and responsibilities in relation to these laws. These policies also provide defenses against
employment-related claims that may arise. The following are a few of the critical policies that all
employers should have in their handbooks:
At-Will Disclaimer. In Ohio, the employment relationship is governed by the doctrine of
“employment at will” whereby both the employee and the employer may terminate the employment
Daniel L. Messeloff
Associate
Jackson Lewis LLP

relationship at any time, without notice, for any lawful reason. An at-will employment policy/
disclaimer advises employees of this fact, thereby eliminating any mistaken belief employees
may hold that their employment is guaranteed for any particular time or that they can only be
terminated for “cause” or after advance notice, and allows employers more discretion to end the
employment relationship when necessary.
Equal Employment Opportunity and Anti-Harassment Policies. These policies should state that
discrimination and harassment based on categories protected by federal, state and local antidiscrimination laws (e.g. race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, etc.) is prohibited,
and that employees violating these policies will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination. They should also contain clear procedures for reporting violations, including
several options for employees to report complaints. Finally, the policies should emphasize that the
employer will not retaliate against any employee who, in good faith, reports a violation or takes part
in an investigation.
Leave Policies. Employers with 50 or more employees are required by the Family Medical Leave
Act (“FMLA”) to include a policy which outlines the rights and responsibilities of employers and

Corey Donovan Tracey
Associate
Jackson Lewis LLP

employees in providing FMLA leave. Employers should also outline the other types of leave they
provide, such as non-FMLA medical leave, bereavement leave, jury duty leave, military leave, etc.
Ohio employers should include a separate pregnancy/maternity leave policy, as Ohio law has some
particular requirements for such leave. Importantly, leave policies should be flexible and employers
should evaluate each request for leave on an individual basis. Employers should distribute the
handbook to employees upon hire and at regular intervals thereafter, particularly when any
changes are made. They should also ensure each employee signs acknowledgement of receipt for
the handbook so that there is no question that the employee received it.

www.cfacleveland.org
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market perspective
The New Earnings Normal: Beat, Lower, And Go Higher?
CFA Society Cleveland member, Nick Raich, recently founded The Earnings Scout. Nick has been
the Director of Research at Zacks Investment Research, National City Bank and KeyBank. For the
past 17 years, he has led teams that have consistently outperformed the market. Raich is widely
recognized as a leading expert on corporate earnings and makes regular appearances on CNBC,
Bloomberg TV, and is often quoted in The Wall Street Journal, USA Today and The New York Times.
Over the past two years, the trend on the corporate earnings front has made many market bear’s
growl. Earnings estimates keep falling, but stock prices keep rising.
Nick Raich, CFA
The Earnings Scout

How can stock prices reach all-time highs as earnings expectations keep dropping? Some market
naysayers say stocks should never go higher when aggregate earnings are falling. They are wrong.
Other bearish investors say that the recent earnings trend of “beat, lower and go higher” cannot
last forever. They are correct; however, trends typically last longer than most expect.
Before explaining why stock prices can rise as earnings estimates fall and even go down
as earnings estimates rise, let’s rehash how the earnings game is played. We begin with
manufactured earnings surprises. This is when companies “preannounce” earnings weeks, or even
days, before their actual earnings release date. Over the past 15 years, we have tracked that 70% of
companies in the S&P 500 preannouncing earnings guide Wall Street lower, not higher. Companies
do this so they can report a positive surprise (i.e. beat estimates) on the day of their actual report.
This practice is just one of the reasons why earnings surprises should not be a factor in your
investment selection process.
After years of extensive research, we discovered what does matter is the guidance companies
provide after reporting results. Our core belief is that over time the direction of stock prices are
highly correlated with the rate of change to macroeconomic expectations. The best way to

For more detailed information on
the latest earnings trends, visit
www.EarningsScout.com where
you can sign up for a free six
week trial to receive daily market
updates and the weekly Earnings
Scouting Report that highlights
earnings and price trends across
all sectors and industries in
the economy.

measure macroeconomic changes is to analyze the second derivative, or the rate of change, of
earnings estimate revisions.
We believe most investors that employ earnings estimate revisions in their selection process tend
to focus on the absolute level of earnings changes because that is how the large data service
providers and Wall Street strategists present them. In our opinion, this is akin to viewing the market
as a snapshot in time and often leads to inferior investment conclusions.
At The Earnings Scout, our proprietary earnings revision algorithm, which takes into account
that markets are dynamic, has observed that over the past two years, right before the European
Central Bank saved the banking system in Europe via the LTRO, that the absolute level of earnings
estimates are falling, but the rate of change to those revisions has gotten less severe over time.
This is positive delta and typically means higher stocks prices. At some point the improvement
in the trend (i.e. bad to less bad) will have to shift to companies actually raising their earnings
estimates after reporting if the stock market rally is to be sustained.

cfasociety.org/Cleveland
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career services
Do you have an open position that
you’re looking to fill? Contact CFA
Society Cleveland to learn how!
Call or email Natalie, 216.696.8066 or
cfa@cleveland.cfasociety.org.

Please click here to view CFA Society Cleveland Job Postings in detail.

Title: Part-time Research Analyst on Contract Basis, Select Equity Group, Inc.
Overview:
Select Equity Group, Inc. is an employee-owned registered investment advisor founded in 1990
and based in New York City’s lower Manhattan. Since the Firm’s inception, it has always focused
on identifying great businesses through rigorous, fundamental research. Select Equity currently
manages over $6 billion across both long only and long/short equity strategies, which share
an overriding investment philosophy and leverage a centralized research effort. With over 80
employees and a research staff of over 20, the Firm offers a broad product mix to a diversified
global investor base.
Job Responsibilities:
Select Equity Group is currently seeking a part-time research analyst to support a senior portfolio
manager that is based in New York City. The part-time analyst will preferably work from a home
office performing extensive company modeling and financial analysis on portfolio and potential
investments in public equities. The vast majority of the analyst’s time will be working with excel
spreadsheet modeling, although occasional written research reports pertaining to specific
companies, industries and macroeconomic topics may be required.
Qualifications:
The ideal candidate must have a bachelor degree, an MBA or CFA is preferred, and pertinent
analytical experience. Proficiency in Microsoft Excel and Office and attention to detail is a must. The
candidate must be able to work independently, possess effective oral and written communication
skills and display a commitment to the Firm’s values, mission and ethical standards.
Benefits:
The candidate can set his/her own schedule, be engaged in an intellectually stimulating
investment process and be associated with a dynamic and growing employee-owned company.
The position is ideal for an individual looking to downsize a full-time position, or for a stay-at-home
parent with school age children who wants to re-engage in a professional environment on a limited
basis.
As an independent contractor, this position does not qualify for any company paid health or
retirement benefits.
Interested applicants should contact Director of Research, Laura McKenna, at lm@selectequity.com
(Cleveland based).

cfasociety.org/Cleveland
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Ohio house bill 59
As many of you may already know, the proposed Jobs Budget 2.0 here

Re: Application of Sales Tax to Investment Services

in Ohio includes a new 5 percent sales tax applicable on nearly all

As a member of CFA Institute and the CFA Society of Cleveland, I

investment services. As an organization dedicated to looking out for the

appreciate the opportunity to submit to you the views of my CFA

best interests of our clients, we believe it is in their interests that we

Institute colleagues and me concerning the application of the Ohio

take a stand against this proposed tax.

sales tax regime to the business of investment counselors, as

To that end, we have prepared the below form letter that describes
our objections to the tax. Specifically, we believe it will hurt investors
because it will: a) directly reduce the returns they receive on all their
accounts, including retirement accounts; b) that the breadth of the
tax could cause some investors to pay more than the 5 percent base
rate; c) the cost of the tax will exceed any reduction in income taxes

proposed in House Bill 59. My fellow CFA Institute members and I
represent the interests of thousands of Ohio investors and those of
investment professionals who are in the practice of financial analysis
and investment management. As a condition of our Code of Ethics and
Standards of Professional Conduct, we actively promote integrity and
accountability in global financial markets.

for most Ohio investors; d) it will harm economic growth in Ohio; and e)

While I appreciate the goal of tax reform and support efforts to make

it could lead many Ohio investment advisers and counselors to move

Ohio government fiscally stable, my fellow members and I cannot

their operations out of state, thus depriving Ohio residents of valuable

support the Bill as it relates to taxing investment services. Our primary

investment advice.

concern is how the new tax will affect our Ohio clients, including those

To make it easy and very clear, the letter is specific to CFA Society

participating in pension plans and individual retirement accounts.

Cleveland and requires you to simply send it along by following

As stipulated in Ohio law, the obligation for the proposed sales tax would

these steps:

fall to our clients, who would pay the taxes to the vendor who, in turn,

1.) This link (www.legislature.state.oh.us) will help you determine who

would remit the taxes to the state. Considering that as it is proposed,

your state representative is if you don’t already know them.

the Bill would impose taxes on fees for investment, management,

2.) Once you’ve identified your representative, click on the “member’s”
name, which will take you to the representative’s web page, where you
will click on a link to “Email Representative [name].”
3.) This will take you to a form where you will be asked for your name
and contact information. It also provides a message box where you
can paste a copy of the below form letter. Hit send, and the letter is
automatically sent to your Representative.

custodial, tax planning, including pension plans, individual retirement
accounts and 401(k) plans, financial analysis and investment brokerage
services the amounts of sales tax that Ohio investors pay could exceed
the 5 percent base rate.
To prevent harm to the investment returns of hundreds of thousands of
Ohioans, not to mention our state’s economy, I urge you to vote either to
amend the Bill to expressly exempt investment services from the tax, or
to vote against it entirely.

Time is of the essence in this effort. The bill including this proposed tax
already is before the House of Representatives, and some members are
inquiring whether our members are even interested in this topic. So I
urge you to send take the actions above and send your letter today. The
savings of hundreds of thousands of Ohio investors depends on it.

cfasociety.org/Cleveland
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